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CROS/BiCROS: 
Don’t miss 
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Hearing with ease
The game-changing technology of Signia CROS AX and X 
devices understands your personal hearing environment 
in greater detail than ever to deliver sound precisely 
tailored to you.

Signia CROS AX and X devices wirelessly transmit sound 
from the unaidable ear to the ear with better hearing, so 
that you can follow conversations effortlessly, even when 
someone is speaking to you on your unaidable side.

The information in this document contains general descriptions of the technical 
options available, which do not always have to be present in individual cases and 
are subject to change without prior notice.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and 
any use of such marks by Sivantos is under license. Other trademarks and trade 
names are those of their respective owners.
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Signia Delivers
Signia combines industry-leading audiology and 
technology to deliver iconic innovations in hearing 
to enhance human performance. We put hearing aid 
wearers first, with products that fit their wants, needs 
and style. The wearer is at the center of our universe 
and their needs are woven into our DNA.

For us, this is not about correcting a loss, it’s about 
gaining an edge. Not just performing, but performing 
at their best.

CROS/BiCROS

Signia app

Through Signia’s advanced 
app, users have access 
to hearing aid and CROS 
controls, streaming 
capabilities with multiple 
devices, care services via 
Signia TeleCare™, and My 
WellBeing activity tracking. 

Apple, the Apple logo and iPhone are trademarks of Apple 
Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store 
is a service mark of Apple Inc. Android, Google Play and the 
Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

BiCROS

Hearing aid receives sound via CROS 
on the unaidable side. Plus, a motion 
sensor in select BiCROS AX and X 
devices ensures optimal hearing even 
while moving.

CROS wirelessly transmits 
sounds to the better ear 
which are amplified as 
needed based on 
individual settings.
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Signia delivers sounds  
made just for you
Your unaidable hearing loss in one ear should  
not stop you from hearing what matters to you.
With advanced Signia Augmented Xperience CROS/
BiCROS solutions, Signia devices ensure brilliant sound so 
you can hear speech and environmental sound coming 
from both sides.

With Signia CROS AX and X hearing solutions, it is  
possible to hear more with a higher quality of sound.  
Wherever you go.

Whether you’re looking for rechargeability, Bluetooth® 
streaming or a discreet design, Signia provides the optimal 
solutions for you. 

Speech clarity without compromise 
Signia Augmented Xperience CROS/BiCROS
The Augmented Xperience (AX) platform introduces ear-to-ear (e2e) Wireless 4.0 which makes  
it easier for the brain to process speech sounds ensuring you hear clearer speech and a  
smoother sound experience.

Ready-to-wear design
Signia Xperience CROS/BiCROS

The Xperience (X) platform offers better speech  
understanding to fit your lifestyle.

CROS Pure 312 AX
• Long-lasting replaceable battery delivers 

up to 4 days of battery life
• Rocker switch for onboard controls

CROS Styletto AX
• Award-winning design
• Portable charging with up to 20 hours of use with a 

single charge — and your portable case provides 
up to 4 additional days of hearing aid charges.

CROS Silk X
The only ready-to-wear CIC available on the 
Signia Xperience platform delivers clearer speech 
understanding in an ultra-discreet size and instant-fit.

AX CROS compatibility now available in levels  
2AX and 1AX

AX CROS/BiCROS solutions:
• Signia app for a more personalized hearing experience
• Bluetooth streaming for Apple® and Android™ phones 

for calls and music plus HandsFree calls with CallControl 
with select iOS phones

CROS Pure Charge&Go AX
• Convenient on-the-go rechargability for up to 29 

hours of wear time
• Compatible with Signia’s smallest rechargeable 

RIC with sleek design & optional telecoil
• Rocker switch for onboard controls

Pure Portable 
Charger

*eWindScreen only available with BiCROS fittings.
**Available in select styles and models.
†Default with Level 1AX and 2AX solutions. Available Summer 2023.

Styletto Portable Charger

Multi  
Charger†

Upgraded 
eWindScreen*

Improved  
AX Soundscape  

Processing**
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